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Introduction

‣ Naela Sarras

‣ Our Root Management Person



Performance Update

‣ Performance improving for resource requests

‣ Routine root zone handling around best practice

‣ In this period, great deal of staff time eaten up by less 
routine work (e.g. redelegations)

‣ Continuing to work with IANA WG, and general community, 
on clarifying IANA issues



Trend Lines

Overall IANA times trending down, despite
increased request load.

http://www.iana.org/reporting-and-stats/

http://www.iana.org/reporting-and-stats/
http://www.iana.org/reporting-and-stats/


Root Management Request Processing Time
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Root Management

Note: Overall processing time includes time waiting on 3rd parties (requestor, DOC, VRSN, etc.), and redelegation evaluations.



24×7 Support

‣ Provide an emergency contact in the event of serious issue

‣ Roster of 5 IANA staff, further escalation throughout the 
company

‣ Designed for reporting issues where emergency root zone fix 
can assist

‣ Does not mean staff are in office all the time.



24×7 Support

‣ Available from 15 July, 2006
‣ For all TLD operators
‣ For expediting emergency root-zone changes
‣ Ensure your contacts are up to date! (go to whois.iana.org)

+1 310 306 6308



Root Zone Automation

‣ After the last meeting, we came to an agreement with NASK 
to release e-IANA as open source

‣ Work has commenced on modifying to suit e-IANA

‣ Functional specification revised, tweaked

‣ Delayed onset due to some new unforeseen requirements

‣ No prototype for the meeting this week. Sorry ☹



Interface improvements

‣ Focus on intuitive interface to make process easier, self 
explanatory



Overview

Users get a 
customised 
overview of which 
domains they 
manage, their 
outstanding 
requests, etc.



Updating a 
record
Users can 
interactively 
manipulate a 
record, and a 
request will 
automatically be 
formed.



Updating a 
record 2
Multiple changes 
are bundled into the 
same request. User 
will be asked later if 
they wish to split a 
request to expedite 
processing.



Automating 
steps
We aim to automate 
as much as possible 
as current policy 
allows, for example, 
making technical 
tests automatic 
with live feedback.

Will be 
implemented after a 
public review of our 
technical checks.



Improving Procedures

‣ Aim to improve deficient processes:

‣ Identify processes that are unclear, inefficient, or not 
necessarily aligned with community desires

‣ Instigate public review of these procedures

‣ Adapt IANA procedures to better reflect community views



Issues to consider

‣ Root Zone Specific

‣ Technical requirements for name servers

‣ Sunset procedure for ccTLDs

‣ How to handle changes to shared glue

‣ Slightly related

‣ .INT eligibility



Tech Requirements

‣ Want to ensure technical checks are suitable
‣ Reduce subjectivity, and make requirements clear
‣ Possibly introduce checks for elements not officially checked
‣ Sync with VeriSign to ensure checks are uniform

‣ Document current tests by IANA and VeriSign
‣ Possible alterations
‣ 512-byte limit
‣ Improved network diversity test
‣ Disabling recursion



Sunset period for ccTLDs

‣ ISO 3166-1 alpha 2 is the authoritative source for eligible TLDs.
‣ Rules for “create”, “modify” - not “delete”, therefore mapping out of sync
‣ Some example data points
‣ .zr → .cd
‣ .su → .ru, .ua, .by, etc.
‣ .tp → .tl
‣ .cs → .cz & .sk
‣ .yu → .cs (→ ...)

‣ Some issues
‣ Risk of collision
‣ Equitability
‣ Which law/government/LIC applies?
‣ Lack of formalisation of non-ISO operators results in stale data



Glue Issues

‣ Current procedure for altering glue when shared between 
multiple (many) ccTLDs problematic

‣ Examples given in Wellington

‣ A better way?



Current status of papers

‣ Draft distributed in ccNSO IANA WG

‣ Will publish documents for comment ASAP



Other operational issues

‣ Will be announcing a redelegation public comment period 
on .UA after this week

‣ At the request of the IAB, IANA will be signing .arpa by end 
of year.



Towards the future

‣ Continued focus on better documentation, better reporting, 
better processes.

‣ Release new tools (e-IANA, web site, technical checks, PEN 
management, etc.) as soon as they are developed

‣ Continuing to improve and develop our services

‣ Happy to answer your enquiries and try to serve you better



Thank you for your attention!

Kim Davies
kim.davies@icann.org
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